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"Nature is full of genius, full of divinity; so that not a snowflake escapes its fashioning hand." Pithy,

pleasing and sometimes profound sentiments by Thoreau are beautifully enhanced by the lovely

watercolor illustrations on these bookmarks. A dozen 2" x 5Ã‚Â¾" bookmarks on 6 plates;

quotations printed on backs.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â 
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These are beautiful! I also had ordered the garden fairy bookmarks, emily dickenson bookmarks,

and the Monet bookmarks, but these Henry David Thoreau bookmarks are my favorite! The picture

on the cover isn't as beautiful as the ones on the inside. There are also bookmarks with a winter

scene, a farm scene, a man under a tree by a stream, a buck at sunset, a fall scene and other

various nature pictures. I loved them all. Definitely worth the $2!

Here are even more delightful bookmarks from the Dover series and they are very nice indeed.

They are about 2"x6", printed on heavy coated stock, and neatly and easily separate from the

perforated pages. Each bookmark has an excerpt from one of Thoreau's writings and an

appropriate and colorful illustration on the opposite side. Unfortunately, the artist's name is missing



so we'll never know who did the illustrations.These will make a nice little additional gift when you

give a book to someone and will even make a nice, handy little gift for yourself

I had needed a regular bookmark for some time as the one I was using started to curl from the heat

of a Tucson summer. When my set of 12 Thoreau bookmarks arrived I was captivated by the

illustrations and the quotes from the naturalist. I knew of the man, but was very surprised to find out

he was only 55 years old when he died. I decided to use the bookmarks in the order they were

placed and had no trouble tearing out the first one. My only problem is it seems a little short, so I

gave it four stars, but other than that, it is of very good quality, with a smooth finish and bright

colors. It gives me peace of mind to know that when #1 is ready to be retired, I have 11 more

waiting to take its place, and am very glad I made the decision to give this set a try.

Totally better than I thought they would be. I used this to round out my total for an order so I'd get

free shipping but I ended up actually using these. Pleasent pictures, great quotes on the back, and

better than expected construction. Just tear along the perforated edge once you find a bookmark

you like. I even gave some to my nerdy friends who I know read as "just because" gifts which they

toally loved.

These are the first Dover bookmarks I have ordered and they are lovely ! They are sturdy card

stock, with 12 different beautiful color illustrations with a glossy finish. The back of each features an

excerpt from Thoreau's writings. I bought them for myself, but also I'd have something to tuck inside

a letter or greeting card, but they would also make a fine addition when giving a book to a friend.I

will certainly be buying more of them. Although they can be separated and given individually, a

booklet would make a nice stocking stuffer for my bookworm grandson. Dover has bookmarks in

many themes and for all ages and I know he will enjoy them.Oh yes ! These bookmarks arrived

today -- exactly when promised !

Inexpensive gift to include with a real book. Nice painting on the front and lovely sentiment on the

back.

These bookmarks are lovely. I gave them as a gift along with some books to a friend. I have other

bookmarks from this manufacturer and my suggestion is to use a sharp pair of scissors to separate

these bookmarks. Using the perforations, due to the heavy card stock, can rip the bookmarks, so



take the time to cut and trim them with scissors and you will be happy with the appearance.

I wanted some bookmarks for school. Given how many textbooks I have all at once, I needed a lot

and didn't want to spend $5 or $10 apiece. Then I found these on , just $1.50 for 12, perfect! They

aren't anything special, just thick glossy paper with prints on them, but for the price I wouldn't expect

much more. They come bound in like a pamphlet, and have perforations that you tear them out

at.P.S. - there are lots of other styles available on , to see them, search for: twelve bookmarks
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